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Introduction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liquor is a topic of much interest. City’s policies and guidelines apply to retail, manufacturing and serving of liquor.The report before you today responds to Council direction to bring fwd quick starts on the liquor policy for implemention in advance of completing the full comprehensive liquor policy review - we anticipate to bring to Council for consideration in 2016. 
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Statutory Roles

Provincial Government City of Vancouver
Liquor Control and Licensing 
Branch (LCLB)

Input to license approval process
Regulate land use & businesses

Role: evaluate applicant, 
community impact and limit  
number of liquor stores

Role: regulate location of  land use, size (sq. ft., seats), 
building safety, staffing levels and even hours of operation 

Relevant Legislation / 
Regulations

Relevant Bylaws Relevant Policies

Liquor Control and Licensing Act 
and Regulations

Zoning, Licensing, Building, 
Fire, Hours

Liquor Store Guidelines, 
locational policies, 
moratorium areas

          
     

          
         

   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with most regulations, there is a provincial role and a municipal role in regulating liquor. The Province has statutory authority on the liquor license approval process but the City’s policies and guidelines act as a filter to adjust provincial policy in a manner that’s appropriate for local Vancouver context.For the most part, the province is the prime mover and approves who is allowed to retail or serve liquor and the city approves locations and size of establishment by sqr footage and seats. There is some overlap where both provincial and municipal regulations address distancing and hours of operation.Our current bylaws in zoning and licensing, policies such DTES Policy, GED Moratorium, Distancing Policy and liquor store guidelines, design guidelines have been our tools for controlling some very key aspects of liquor in the City of Vancouver.
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Healthy City Strategy

Food Choices

Safety

55
Connectivity

Supportive 
Communities

Arts and 
Culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through those various tools, Vancouver has significant impact on the well being of our residents. When we look at City’s healthy strategy as  long term integrated plan, we draw some correlations to:food choicesSafetyConnectivitySupportive communities
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Liquor Policy Approach

RISKSManage Risks
Health
Social harms
Public disturbance

Advance Benefits
Family & social events
Local green jobs
Tourism & economy
Arts & culture

Whole system approach to manage risks, reduce health harms and community 
disruption while advancing arts and culture, commerce, social well being, 
sustainability and a healthy, fun City

Where 
innovation 
happens! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our liquor policy approach is to strike a balance between the risks and benefits of liquor access while modernizing and responding to the provincial regulatory changes.  We intend to create clear, consistent and rational policy that is best suited to our unique City and doesn’t disregard work in support of Healthy City, or priority actions to address Mental Health and Addiction.
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Province City

2005: size & location for new LPs  

2006: extension to LP hours  

2007: sidewalk patios for LPs 

2009: consistent FP hours  

2013: live performance venue pilot 

2013: lounges in manufacturers  

2014/15: extensions to patio hours 

2015: liquor at farmers’ markets  

2015: arts & culture indoor events 

Policy Changes - Implemented

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And although we have not yet finalized the City’s liquor review, it important to note that the City has adopted changes over the last 10 years in liquor policy. You’ve allowed extended hours of operations for Food and Liquor Primary establishments, including patios, you’ve approved ancillary use of lounges in manufactures and allowed retail of liquor at farmers’ markets. Most recently, this past September you’ve adopted the Arts & Culture indoor event licensing program following a two yr pilot. Where applicable, these changes have aligned us to provincial regulations.
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Policy Changes – Pending

FP converts to 
LP at night

Liquor service 
in variety of 
businesses 

Manufacturers’ 
off-site 

retailing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2014 the Province commenced its own Liquor Policy Review to which City staff submitted a position paper.The report recommended 73 changes to the Provincial liquor laws so that they reflect current lifestyles, encourage growth of small businesses and our economy, address calls for consumer convenience and continue to safeguard health and public safety. Of these 73 recommendations, some have been addressed and adopted by Council as previously mentioned, and some include matters over which we do not have jurisdiction – for example, changes were made to ”Happy Hour”: time-limited liquor specials in LPs and FPs; allowance of minors in LP’s with guardian & before 10pm; Enabling liquor venues to host non-liquor events and all ages shows- although this one is supported by the City, we do not have jurisdiction in these matters.What is of significant relevance to the City and may require changes in our current bylaws, policies and guidelines are the changes in liquor service industry for food primaries and a variety of other business such as hair salons, spas, cooking schools and art galleries which the province has indicated will change in the near future. A change in the liquor retail industry has been the change to allow liquor sales in grocery stores and relocations of liquor retail stores within BC. There are 2 models proposed: Store-within-a-store model that would allow existing licensed retail liquor stores to relocate within a grocery store but the liquor retailer operates as a separate business; and wine-on-shelves that allows for integrated sales with the groceries but is limited to 100% BC wine.
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Work to date
 Background research, mapping, data analysis, best practices
 Some industry & stakeholder consultation
 Pilots followed by formal Council adoption (Farmers’ 

Markets, Arts & Culture Indoor Events)

Conclusions so far
 Incremental changes have been made in Vancouver and have 

been successful so far
 There are opportunities to harness liquor policy to promote 

arts, culture, economy, tourism, sustainability
 Piloting programs allows us to assess impact before final 

adoption

Still to do
 Community & stakeholder engagement
 Finalize specific bylaws and policy recommendations
 Bring recommendations to Council

Vancouver Liquor Strategy
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September 29, 2015: prior to the holiday 
season, staff directed to bring back “quick 
start” actions including:

• allow wine in grocery stores
• allow liquor manufacturers to serve liquor they 

do not produce on site

Council Direction

       
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
allow liquor manufacturers to sell liquor they do not produce (September 29, 2015)allow wine in grocery stores (October 20, 2015).
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1. Wine in Grocery Stores Pilot 
2. Manufacturers’ Lounges Updates
3. Retail Sale of Liquor at Artisans’ Markets

Recommendations
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• Provincial regulations:
– 100% BC wine products sold in grocery stores 

>10,000 sq. ft.
– Up to 50% of total sales revenue
– No distancing requirement from other liquor 

retail stores
– One single display location per store (no limit to 

size of display area)
– Serving It Right training for cashiers, security 

plan to guard against theft and sale to minors
– Hours of operation must be comparable to liquor 

store, even if grocery store is open longer

Wine in Grocery Stores 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These regulations came into effect April 1, 2015. 
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• City pilot requirements:
– Zoning must allow both Grocery Store and 

Liquor Store uses
– Not allowed in Downtown Eastside/Gastown

Liquor Retail Restricted Area
– Pilot to be limited to 5 stores
– Must obtain a time-limited conditional 

Development Permit and a Business Licence

• Staff to report back in one year

Wine in Grocery Stores Pilot 
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• Learned from other 
municipalities:
— Examples in Surrey, White 

Rock, Tsawwassen and Langley

• Proposed Vancouver 
Evaluation will include:
– Sales to minors incidents
– Community feedback
– Coastal Health will be involved

Wine in Grocery Stores Pilot 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: Photo is Save on Foods in Langely! 
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• Provincial regulations:
– Manufacturers’ lounges may serve liquor 

produced off-site, up to 20% of total value of 
liquor served per quarter

• City clarification
– This is currently allowed under Zoning and 

Development By-law

Manufacturers’ Lounges

Photo: Province of BC
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• Provincial regulations:
– Artisans’ markets defined as goods sold by their 

local producer
– Artisanal markets must have at least 6 vendors 

that do not sell liquor
– Markets selling used goods or general 

commercial are not eligible
– A single event market may operate up to 35 

consecutive days
– A recurring market may operate up to 3 times 

per week 
– Liquor vendors may offer samples (not full liquor 

service for immediate consumption)

Retail Sale of Liquor at Artisans’ Markets
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• City requirements:
– Modeled on successful Farmers’ Markets pilot
– Artisan markets allowed up to 3 local liquor 

retailers
– Use existing licensing and permitting 

processes for approval:
• On private land – obtain special event time 

limited business licence issued by the Chief 
Licence Inspector

• On public land – obtain permit issued by FEST
– Expected at events such as Christmas Market, 

not block parties

Retail Sale of Liquor at Artisans’ Markets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FEST = Festival Expediting Staff Team. 
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Liquor Strategy:
• Review underway expected to bring forward 

recommendations in 2016
• Still to do:

– General consultation on specific actions
– Adjust and finalize recommendations for Council

Quick start initiatives recommended:
• Smaller scale and lower complexity
• Suitable in advance of comprehensive Liquor 

Strategy
• Staff will monitor and report back

Conclusions
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Questions/Discussion
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